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WHAT STORIES DO YOUR 
BONSAI TELL? 

By Roger Hnatiuk 

For some time now, or rather, for a very 

long time now, I’ve been trying to learn 

how to speak with an Australian voice 

using my bonsai as the voice.  Why am I 

doing this, you ask?  It’s not because I 

have some xenophobic or ultra 

nationalistic view of what is ‘Australian’.  

No, I’m part of our multi-cultural mob that 

makes Oz, well, Oz – from the first 

Australians to the most recent ones to step 

onto this continent.   

 

We are generally a competent, fair, plain-

speaking, if somewhat rugged, peoples.  

Always worth the time of day.  Interested 

in and capable of finding ways to resolve 

complex issues.  So, how does this 

translate into working with ‘our bonsai’?  

Is there something here that can provide 

clarity, strength and inspiration to the way 

we work with our miniature trees?  To the 

stories they tell? 

 

For some decades, I’ve heard the 

discussions around ‘is there an Australian 

style?’  Some look to the model of 

‘African style’  that uses the shape of 

acacia trees that have been browsed from 

below as well as above by Afica’s most 

impressive mega-fauna.  Our own mega-

fauna have largely disappeared, except for 

the large kangaroos, crocs and us.  These 

last remaining giant creatures don’t have 

quite the same shaping effect on our trees 

as giraffes do to our west.  We humans 

certainly affect trees, but mostly by 

removing them, alas. 

 

So where is our inspiration  to come from?  

I see a few potential sources, which I shall 

outline below. 

 

I have been fortunate to work and travel in 

many diverse habitats of the continent, 

often closely studying the plants that 

clothe its landscapes.  It is my observation, 

that ‘old’  trees are not easy to come by, 

but they are there.  In many places they 

have been removed for other land uses, but 

also, over extensive areas, fire shapes the 

vegetation and greatly limits the age of 

trees in such areas.  But this is not to say 

that there are no old trees to inspire us.   

 

Like the ‘masters’ of ancient China and 

Japan, perhaps we should focus on seeking 

out places where the objects of our 

inspiration may be found.  Remember the 

admonition of Matsuo Basho: ‘Don’t seek 

to follow in the footsteps of the masters.  

Seek what they sought.’  Go there.  Spend 

some time observing and getting to know 

these elders of the plant world.  We should 

venerate such places as we find, and return 

telling stories, sharing images, and letting 

others know of such places.  Perhaps such 

‘pilgrims’ will need to assist in ensuring 

such places and trees are 
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protected in perpetuity, because they are so 

rare and valuable. 

 

 

FIG ON A BRICK 
By Ken Hannaford 

After reading the suggestion regarding 

growing figs on rocks or walls I decided to 

have a go. With the number of fig trees in 

the area plus bats and birds, I often have a 

ready supply of fig seedlings and this was 

my third attempt. 

 

 
Figure 1. Fig before treatments. 

 

I dug up a seedling about 2cm high and 

placed it in a small glass jar of water to 

allow the roots to get used to the sun. A 

couple of months later the plant had not 

grown but the fine white roots had greatly 

expanded. Not having a suitable rock, I 

used a brick. Using masonry drills, I 

drilled four 10mm holes in one end, about 

15mm deep to allow for water. These were 

later expanded to form a shallow bowl. I 

then drilled three holes 5 ½ mm dia. and 

about 10mm deep in the flat face of the 

brick. I should have drilled more lower 

down. Two of these holes were invaded by 

roots and now anchor the tree to the brick, 

see the two short fat roots to the left of the 

trunk. 

 

The brick was then soaked in water until it 

stopped bubbling and then laid face up and 

sprinkled with fine dirt. I do not really 

know if this was helpful. I then carefully 

placed the small tree on the brick with tip 

and leaves above the brick and roots 

spread as wide and flat as possible. I then 

stretched a sheet of soft toilet paper across 

and as flat as possible which stuck to the  

 

wet brick. This was misted with water and  

 

Figure 2. Fig growing on brick. 

 

a copper wire wrapped around the brick to 

hold the trunk in place. The brick was then 

placed upright in a shallow container of 

water with the roots facing away from the 

sun. I regularly filled the top bowl with 

water and misted the roots. The tree is 

about four years old and the tip was nipped 

off last year to promote branching. 

My bonsais are outdoor plants and the 

roots were originally attached to the brick 

until a couple of days of neglect during hot 

dry winds. 

The second photo (Fig. 2) is my only 

indoor bonsai and is a twenty one year old, 

160mm high fig, grown from seed and sits 

on an east facing window ledge. 

 

BONSAI ART AND THE BLACK 
SCISSORS MOVEMENT 

By Robert Steven 

[Editor’s Note: This article is copied from 

a web posting by Robert Steven.  He is 

someone whose bonsai art I have long 

admired.  This article expresses his views 

on bonsai and art, and as it happens these 

views resonate strongly with those I’ve 

been developing here in Australia.  Enjoy 

the read.] 

Ex: 

https://www.facebook.com/katriverkai/pos

ts/968491433172802 

Accessed 6 July, 2016 

Robert Steven  to International Bonsai 

Biennale 
August 25, 2015 ·  

https://www.facebook.com/robertbonsai?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/197476680426172/permalink/500789206761583/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/197476680426172/permalink/500789206761583/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/197476680426172/permalink/500789206761583/
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“A Self Winning Moment” 

This is the title of article in China Penjing 

& Scholar’s Rocks magazine about 

IBA&CB 2014 in Yogyakarta. 

Just received this “Special Edition” with 

special reports on South East Asia bonsai, 

namely Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines 

and Vietnam. The bonsai on the cover 

belongs to I Made Deton, the winner of 

China Trophy and King Trophy in IB&CB 

2014.  

From the total 120 pages, there are 40 

pages reporting IBA&CB 2014 on the 

exhibition and cultural activities, trophy 

winners, the declaration of Indonesian 

Bonsai Artists Community (KOSBI), the 

concept of Multi-Media Bonsai 

Presentation; and the most interesting is 

the article titled “A Self Winning 

Moment” as follows : 

“ This is a special edition on South East 

Asia bonsai namely Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Philippines etc.; and this is the first time I 

encounter problem in selecting the photos. 

There are so many bonsai which do not 

belong to any conventional standard; the 

concepts are not Japanese, Chinese, 

American nor European. In fact, they 

belong to their own bonsai style; they are 

not expecting the approval or praising 

from anyone, they are self-proclaiming in 

their own way, they stand out by their own 

with proud ! Let alone to the rules ! 

Once I said: It is impossible to ask the 

Japanese or European to judge Chinese 

Lingnan penjing, because there are totally 

different philosophy and value to compare 

Chinese Lingnan penjing with Japanese 

bonsai. The differences are simply as the 

differences between the cultures; and how 

can we judge something that we do not 

even understand the language and cultural 

value ?  

Now, when you see this article about the 

International Bonsai Art & Culture 

Biennale (IBA&CB) 2014 in Indonesia, 

you will have the same feeling. The 

languages they are using are different from 

what you understand.  

In art, what is the standard convention for 

“correct” ? 

There was a senior told me once on how to 

look at something of others: “How can you 

know they are not correct ? and how if 

they are the true correct?”. I absolutely 

agree with him; do not make conclusion on 

something until we really understand, 

better try to find out why certain thing is 

done in certain way before demanding. 

What were shown in IBA&CB 2014 in 

Indonesia indeed amazed me. If I were 

asked to compare all bonsai shows during 

the year 2014, I would have awarded 

IBA&CB 2014 as “The Most Creative 

International Bonsai Show in 2014”  

In term of history, tradition, technical skill, 

perfection, details, market value, maybe 

they cannot compare to other international 

top class exhibition; but in term of concept 

and presentation, they are far beyond 

which has deeply touched my long 

apathetic feeling. Believe me, I have long 

indeed being apathetic and insensitive. 

I had been searching around the bonsai 

world to find a creation that described the 

concept of “Black Scissors Movement” 

(separate article). Eventually, the spirit 

showing in IBA&CB 2014 was truly 

expressing the “Black Scissors Spirit”. The 

God must be crazy !  

Since 2011 till 2014, I had been visiting 

dozens of bonsai shows around the world, 

and only IBA&CB 2014 was the closest to 

an “art show”. The concept of modern art 

had entered the bonsai world; once I 

stepped into the exhibition hall, I talked to 

myself: “Thanks God, finally someone do 

it this way, wonderful, well done !”.  

Since more than a thousand year of bonsai 

history, the biggest shackles are doing 

bonsai by combining gardening with 

business. Although we keep saying bonsai 
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is an art form, but since the initial 

designing stage, we always using the 

principles of gardening only.  

Now, at least we have seen the “original 

excitement” of bonsai presentation; for the 

first time, the multimedia is applied into 

bonsai exhibition. Wild, sharp, rebellious, 

satirical; the entire show was conveying 

the trendy Chinese English slangs “Give 

them color to see”(the fighting spirit of 

“Show them the force”)，”No do no 

die”(Will not stop till achieved the target).  

I recall a statement from a famous film 

director: The contradictive angles or 

rhythm of common movie are my favorite. 

If you don’t like it, stay off ! You or me 

know better ? Hehe… 

What was showing in IBA&CB 2014 in 

Indonesia obviously recalled me to this 

statement. Let’s not talk about the right or 

wrong, bad or good of the concept of 

IBA&CB 2014, but I think the most 

important thing to observe is what 

IBA&CB 2014 has brought to the bonsai 

history ? In my opinion, this was a 

historical, revolutionary and courageous 

breakthrough show.  

There are many kind of beauty, art is not 

only presenting the beauty of plane and 

geometrical dimension; moreover, does it 

touch our soul ?  

There are always argument, who is right 

between the majority or minority ? 

Majority ? Unfortunately, quite often, the 

right started from the minority or even 

from the marginal.  

Any changes in history are always gained 

by kind of sharpness, like the bonsai of 

Indonesia, it has the sharpness of eagle 

claw to perform such ground breaking 

exhibition. Like a sharp knife, it stabs into 

the long apathetic and insensitive heart. 

This is the point. 

No matter you like it or not, but IBA&CB 

2014 truly a valuable “Self Winning” 

moment of bonsai art. 

I apology for my straight forward. “ 

==============================

=========== 

Ex: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=

black%20scissors%20movements; 

accessed 6 July 2016. 

 Black Scissors Bonsai Convention 

Lithuania 2016 

April 9 ·  

Black Scissors is a symbol of a new 

worldwide bonsai culture movement. The 

mission is to promote the spirit of respectful 

bonsai sisterhood, the spirit of enthusiasm to 

explore new ideas, the spirit of freedom to 

create and to express, the spirit of motivation 

to encourage and to share creativity of 

bonsai art to lift bonsai art to a higher level 

and to give it a new perspective.  

http://www.bonsai.lt/convention-2016/ 

 

SUMMER REPOTTING 
By Ambrose Canning  

Roger, in reply to your question about 

repotting in summer.  

I did some rearranging of an “alpine tray”, it 

in a handmade, shallow, free-form tray with 

a collection of small native plants.  It was 

collected in Tasmania’s Southern Forests at 

about 500m above sea level as a spade slice 

of mostly moss from beside the road, on a 

Club dig where we had a permit to collect in 

a Forestry Tasmania area.  Amongst the 

collection were four small pandani (Richea 

 pandanifolia, a TAS endemic) a couple of 

myrtle beech seedlings (Nothofagus 

cunninghamii ) and a native plum seedling 

(Cenarrhenes nitida, a TAS endemic).  Plus 

two unidentified tea tree seedlings 

(Leptospermum) and a few different mosses. 

 

In this case it was not strictly repotting 

because although I separated out one 

pandani, one myrtle and the two tiny tea 

trees I did not trim their roots at all.  The 

pandani and myrtle were put back in better 

locations and the tea trees separated into 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=black%20scissors%20movements
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=black%20scissors%20movements
https://www.facebook.com/Black-Scissors-Bonsai-Convention-Lithuania-2016-783475195132657/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/Black-Scissors-Bonsai-Convention-Lithuania-2016-783475195132657/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=863581330455376&id=783475195132657
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bonsai.lt%2Fconvention-2016%2F&h=dAQEYxY6ZAQF7pi822sslM-pefrreJ16aZvhUTdWs-EfgUw&enc=AZMbHSxvvrLr8YaTLC7Iyi82i8qKE3eAgqDjItQV1PSfiJ1Cf9DcQ96SwGMMoGcmkP3g7Xx_XKnBlu_1JUbe-wf7pBhML2p2sI9YLf2fcPsgw-jdU2h39PNuc_lmiWa7u3PleON9dmdYGg-hKHHlka30L_q5C5rbezF7FJGD6CZviPnnS1FaIiPxo2DEKk-G3zje0Qn15NTOJXZtJSzBN5p7&s=1
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individual miniature pots.  They all seem 

quite happy. 

 

But one tree that has had a serious repotting 

in preparation for the May (2016) AABC 

Convention is my large gum-topped 

stringybark (Eucalyptus delegatensis subsp. 

tasmaniensis) repotted on New Year’s day. 

This was in a bonsai pot slightly too large 

and I wanted to better position it in the pot. 

It is large at around 1.5m tall and is a two-

person tree to move.  After letting it remain 

relatively dry for a couple of weeks, I 

removed about 50% of the foliage.  When 

removed from the pot, it had many very fine 

roots forming a mat around the inside of the 

rectangular unglazed Chinese pot.  The roots 

were trimmed by about 1/3 and a couple of 

large old dead root stumps cut back to allow 

it to fit a smaller pot. Since then it has been 

kept well-watered with the foliage sprayed 

occasionally.  So far it seems quite happy 

and is on its way to be ready for the 

Tasmanian convention. 

 

 

FUSION - the chefs think it's 
something new 

By Pam Valentine 

 Us bonsai people have been doing it for 

years when we have fused our Aussie 

natives with some of the original Oriental 

styles and settings (Fig 3). 

 

One of my first bonsai forays was 

with this Leptospermum petersonii.  

It shelters my oriental fisherman 

and provides shade for a buffalo and 

its keeper. 

 

It started life as a self-sown seedling 

which I potted up in this bonsai pot 

in Nov 2005 being new to this art 

and not knowing to allow it to grow 

on in a bigger pot.  It has survived 

my novice care, trimming it back to small 

leaves when I notice it needs it.  In 

September 2015 it was root pruned by half 

and repotted in new potting mix of native 

soil, cow manure and native Osmocote.   

 

The pond is enjoyed as well by many of 

our bird visitors who regularly use it to 

cool down in summer!

 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

PORTRAIT OF AN OLD 
EUCALYPT 

By Roger Hnatiuk 

While on a trip to see parts of the Bundian 

Way project that links the Kosciusko 

alpine to the adjacent coast, I saw this loan 

eucalypt (Fig. 4) standing in a paddock in 

an industrial property just SW of Bombala, 

on the way to Delegate.  It was an 

magnificent tree, possibly a yellow box 

(Eucalyptus meliodara) that is not 

uncommon on the Southern Tablelands of 

NSW.  It’s height is of the order of 18- 

--------------------------------------------------- 

20m or so, with an enormous girth near the 

base.  I see many chapters of the life story 

of this wonderful tree. 

Clearly it has had a wonderful life before 

finding itself surrounded by such 

bleakness of modern industry, but it still 

stands proud, if alone. 

 

I can see that it has not always been a 

lone-tree, but grew up and lived a long life 

amongst other trees of its size.  This is 

Figure 3. Leptospermum petersonii ‘fusion’. 
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evident in the abundance of major 

branches that once grew from most of the 

length of its trunk.  About 80% of the top 

part of the tree would have been covered 

by the crown and only the lowest 20% 

would have permitted a full view of an 

exposed trunk.  Now, only the top third 

holds the living crown. 

 

 Below the living crown, there are many 

dead branches that tell stories of the past.  

The girth of these dead branches at their 

base shows that the tree grew in an 

open woodland, where there was 

ample light reaching most of the 

trunk.  If it had been in a ‘forest’ 

situation, low branches would have 

died quite young and mostly fallen, 

leaving a ‘clear trunk’, not the 

rugged one seen here. 

 

While dead branches dry and 

become very hard, and stand up to 

the buffeting of storms of a long 

time, eventually they succumb to 

decay and progressively break off, 

producing shorter and shorter stubs.  

That there are some long dead 

branches still to be seen, may 

indicate that the total clearance of 

the woodland surrounding it is not 

that long ago, but the shortness of 

most of the dead branches implies a 

greater age.  So perhaps the long, 

but now dead, branches indicate that 

a couple survived alive longer than 

most of the rest. 

 

Near the base of the tree, one can 

see large burls.  These growths are 

caused by any of a number of 

reasons, but they are good indicators 

that this tree is old. 

 

Contrasting with the elements of ageing 

shown by the dead branches and burls, is 

the really quite healthy leafy crown.  There 

is no noticeable dead wood amongst the 

relatively small branches supporting the 

leafy part of the crown.  This tells me that 

this tree has not suffered from significant 

drought in the past many years, reinforcing 

the likelihood that the death of the lower 

branches is a consequence of the huge 

forces of change that removed its once 

grand woodland home. 

 

For a bonsai artist, a tree like this provides 

a strong image of what some of our old 

trees look like today when they have 

suffered from major environmental 

stresses.  It is not ‘windblown’ nor falling 

over.  It is not wind and ice pruned on the 

tops, nor bent under heavy snow.  Rather, 

it is the forces that  people cause that has 

shaped this tree, making it one kind of 

suitable subject for bonsai inspiration. 
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ASGAP AUSTRALIAN PLANTS AS BONSAI STUDY GROUP 

MEMBERSHIP FORM 
Financial Year 1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 

Surname ……………………………… Given Name ………………………..…...........… 
Postal Address 
………………………………………………………………………..........…….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….......……….. 
State ………………………………. Postcode ………… 
Telephone No. (…………) ………………................................. 
E-mail address: 
………………………………………………………………….......................... 
I belong to ASGAP society: SGAP, APS, WSWA, ANPS or ‘none’ (circle one). If 
‘none’, 
you are invited to join as a ‘contributing member’, though you will not be covered for 
insurance at any Group activity. Your fees are the same; you will receive the 
newsletter and 
can contribute in the same manner as an ASGAP member. 
If you belong to a bonsai society, please specify: 
Annual Membership Fee:………………………………………………. 

New member and member who 
contributed information relevant to the 
Group or worked on behalf of the 
Group in 2015/16 

 
 

$10.00 

Member who has not contributed 
information relevant to the Group in 
2015/16 

 
$14.00 

Overseas member A$20.00 

 
Please make cheque/money order payable to: ASGAP Australian Plants as Bonsai 
Study Group and forward with this Renewal Form to the following address: 

Australian Plants as Bonsai Study Group, PO Box 450, Jamison Post Office, 
Macquarie ACT 2614, Australia 

Fees can also be paid by bank transfer to: 
  Bank: Beyond Bank, BSB:  805-022 Account No. 03276718,  
Acct name: ASGAP (note: you must NOW include the account name). 
 
Include your name on transfer so we know who has sent the money!! 

If you pay by direct credit, please return this form so that I 
can ensure the contact details are correct – this includes 

CLUBS. 
If you want your newsletter via email, please clearly print 
your email address here: 
 
………………………………………………………………………. 
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Thank you to all who have contributed their information on the 
native species that they are growing. For those who haven’t 
put pen to paper or fingers to key board, now it a good time to 
do it for at least one of the species you are growing. Every bit 
of information is important right now. Many thanks for your 
support. 

 

The information is needed for our first publication. 
Please provide details here: Your Name.................................................................................................. 
............................................. City/Town ........................................................................................................ . 
State/Territory .............. Post Code ............... 
 
It is important that that your records can be geographically located, as well as your contribution 
acknowledged. 
If you replied last time and nothing has changed, please don’t repeat the information. If you missed last time, 
please pick up a pen and do it now – it is valuable information. 

Name (Common 
and/or scientific) 

Pruning Date(s) Repotting date(s) Notes 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 

APOLOGIA / HELP WANTED 
My apologies to all members of APAB, and 

thanks to those who made inquiries.  

Sometimes life happens in a way that changes 

ones expectations of what can or will happen. 

 

Early last year it became obvious that a long 

expected time for the replacement of a heart 

valve had finally arrived.  Although I had 

begun the preparation of the APAB 

Newsletter 29, I did not get it completed.  The 

operation went very well and my heart is the 

better for it, though there are still some 

lingering things to fix or watch out for.  

Recovery from major surgery leaves one with 

a well known set of likely changes to life: 

such as there isn’t enough energy to complete 

all the things one used to take for granted, like 

getting a newsletter out on time.  But, 

working patiently, one thing at a time, jobs 

are getting done.  And here is a combined 

double issue!  I hope you have enjoyed it. 

 

It would be very helpful, if for the next 18 

months, I could get some help with compiling 

the next three newsletters.  While it is simple, 

it does take a little time.  It would give 

someone new an opportunity to explore their 

own views of using Australian native species 

as bonsai that you never had the opportunity 

to sit down and focus. 

 

Please, give some thought about this and let 

me know soon.  The next newsletter is due 

out at the end of this coming June. 

 

I will continue to arrange the publishing and 

distribution – you would just need to send me 

a copy of the newsletter as an MS-Word file. 

 

Looking forward to hearing from you soon. 

Roger Hnatiuk 

rjhnatiuk@yahoo.com.au 
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Just a bit of ‘filler’ for the last 

page. 

 

Ever considered the ‘nebari’ 

region of eucs? 

Well here are a couple of views 

of the base of a scribbly gum 

(Eucalyptus rossii)  as found on 

Black Mountain, ACT a couple of 

months ago.  The roots are 

growing over a rock. 

 

I’d love to hear your thoughts on 

whether you could create 

something of that form in your 

bonsai pot? 

Roger 
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 Australian  

Plants  as 

Bonsai  

 
 

If not delivered, please return to PO Box 450, Jamison Post Office, Macquarie ACT 2614. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study Group Information 
The Australian Plants as Bonsai Study Group was formed in mid 2001.  Its aims are: 

 to determine which species of native Australian plants are grown as bonsai; 

 to determine the horticultural characteristics and requirements of each species; 

 to determine the artistic and aesthetic qualities of species; and 

 to publish information to help people grow and enjoy Australian plants as bonsai. 

To become a member, please send a cheque for $14 (Aus.$20 overseas) or postal money order to: 

‘Australian Plants as Bonsai’, PO Box 450, Jamison Post Office, Macquarie ACT 2614, Australia.   

Direct credit transfers can be made to Community CPS, BSB 805-022, account no. 03276718; 

 account name: ASGAP. INCLUDE YOUR NAME IN TRANSFER 

The Study Group Leader is Roger Hnatiuk.  Contact him at the above postal address or at  

Email: rjhnatiuk@yahoo.com.au  

mailto:rjhnatiuk@yahoo.com.au

